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Credit Key today announced it is offering its flexible payments solutions through Xometry’s (NASDAQ: XMTR) AI-driven marketplace, which
connects enterprise buyers with suppliers of manufacturing services nationwide.

August 29, 2022 (PR NEWSWIRE) -- With Credit Key, enterprise customers, small businesses and entrepreneurs can tap into large lines of credit of
up to $50,000 instantly at the point of sale on Xometry. After a simple application process, approved buyers can procure parts immediately and pay for
them in installments up to 12 months.

“Xometry is committed to helping connect buyers with critical manufacturing resources,” says Eric Allen, Chief Revenue Officer at Credit Key.
“Combining that with Credit Key’s ability to offer these companies flexible ways to pay without jeopardizing their cash flow is a benefit for everyone.”

“Xometry is continuously expanding its basket of financial services to help buyers grow their businesses and bring products to market faster,” said Matt
Leibel, Senior Vice President of Technology for Xometry. “Credit Key offers instant financing so buyers can continue to innovate, stay ahead of their
competitors, and delight their customers.”

For more information, please visit xometry.com/fast-financing/.

About Credit Key
Launched in 2017, Credit Key is a B2B financial services technology company that allows merchants to offer an instant buy now pay later function that
is seamlessly integrated at checkout. Credit Key’s proprietary process facilitates lightning-fast financing approval that is unique in the B2B space and
proven to help merchants drive sales, revenue, and conversions. Merchants equipped with Credit Key also benefit from immediate payment,
unmatched ROI from greater AOV, and stronger customer loyalty. To start working with Credit Key, please visit creditkey.com.

About Xometry
Xometry (NASDAQ: XMTR) powers the industries of today and tomorrow by connecting the people with big ideas to the manufacturers who can bring
them to life. Xometry’s digital marketplace gives manufacturers the critical resources they need to grow their business while also making it easy for
buyers at Fortune 1000 companies to tap into global manufacturing capacity and create locally resilient supply chains. Learn more
at http://www.xometry.com or follow @xometry.
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